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2 officers, man
injured after
Taser used in
movie theater
disturbance
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A
pair of Los Angeles police officers and a man were hospitalized

after an incident at a North Hollywood movie theater.

Officers responded to a disturbance call about 9:40 p.m. Sunday at the

Laemmle Theater on Lankershim Boulevard, KTLA-TV Channel 5

reported.

The officers attempted to speak to a man standing outside, but he ignored

them, police said. At one point, the officers and the man were involved in a

struggle, the station reported.

It wasn't immediately known what led to the

struggle. The man allegedly bit one of the

officers on the hand. The officer then used a

Taser on the man, but it also struck the other

officer.

All three were taken to hospitals for treatment. The officers were later

released. The man remained hospitalized and his condition was unknown. 
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LAPD in mourning after 3 officers killed in 2 months

Donald Sterling will fight to keep Clippers, Garcetti predicts

Red Cross assisting homeless residents displaced after shelter fire
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In other words police

used excessive force for

"contempt of cop." Got

their hiney's kicked and

called for back-up. An-

other lawsuit coming

against LAPD.
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Two officer, man injured after officer uses Taser in North

Hollywood movie theater disturbance
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